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Background-—A founder variant of RNF213, p.R4810K (c.14429G>A, rs112735431), was recently identified as a major genetic
risk factor for moyamoya disease (MMD) in Japan. Although the association of p.R4810K was reported to be highly significant and
reproducible, the disease susceptibility of other RNF213 variants remains largely unknown. In the present study, we systematically
evaluated the coding variants detected in Japanese patients and controls for associations with MMD.

Methods and Results-—To detect variants of RNF213, all coding exons were sequenced in 27 Japanese MMD patients without
p.R4810K. We also validated all previously reported variants in our case–control samples and tested for associations in
combination with previous Japanese study cohorts, including the 1000 Genomes Project data set, as population-based controls.
Forty-six missense variants other than p.R4810K were identified among 370 combined patients and 279 combined controls in
Japan. Sixteen of 46 variants were polymorphisms with minor allele frequency >1%, and, after conditioning on the p.R4810K
genotype, were not associated with MMD. We conducted a variable threshold test using Combined Annotation-Dependent
Depletion on the remaining 30 rare variants (minor allele frequency <1%), and the results showed that the frequency of potentially
functional variants was significantly higher in patients than in controls (permutation, minimum P=0.045).

Conclusions-—Not only p.4810K but also other functional missense variants of RNF213 conferred susceptibility to MMD. Our
analysis also revealed that �20% of Japanese MMD patients did not harbor susceptibility variants of RNF213, indicating the
presence of other susceptibility genes for MMD. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2015;4:e001862 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.001862)
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M oyamoya disease (MMD) was named after its charac-
teristic cerebral angiograms of abnormal net-like

vessels that develop at the base of the brain to compensate
for progressive stenosis around the carotid fork.1 This steno-
occlusive condition often results in ischemic stroke, whereas
a rupture of the fragile moyamoya vessels can also cause
hemorrhagic stroke. Surgical revascularization is the only cure

for the symptoms of MMD, such as repeated transient
ischemic attack, and prevents not only subsequent ischemic
attacks but also intracranial hemorrhage.2,3

The prevalence of MMD was reported to be 6 per 100 000
in the Japanese population, with 11.9% of patients being
children aged <10 years.4 A family history of MMD was
identified in 12.1% of patients, indicating a genetic influence
in the disease etiology. Recurrence rates in siblings and
offspring were also reported to be 42- and 34-fold higher,
respectively, than those in the general population. The
recurrence rates in relatives, however, were markedly lower
than those expected from simple Mendelian inheritance,
suggesting that the mode of inheritance may be multifacto-
rial.5 Furthermore, because the prevalence of MMD is 10-fold
higher in Japan than in Western countries,6 a founder
mutation may exist in the Japanese population.

Based on this unique background, 2 Japanese groups
successfully pinpointed RNF213 on chromosome 17q25.3 as
the susceptibility gene for MMD. In these studies, most Japanese
patients carried p.R4810K (c.14429G>A, rs112735431) with a
significantly large effect size (190.8 to338.9, dominantmode).7,8

The subsequent resequencing of RNF213 also identified several
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rare coding variants other than p.R4810K. The disease suscep-
tibility of such rare variants remains ambiguous because very few
informative pedigrees that harbor them have been reported to
date.7–9 Furthermore, their biological consequences in relation to
gene functions have not yet been determined, suggesting they
must still be regarded as variants of unknown significance.10

Current advances in computational tools such as PolyPhen-
2 (Polymorphism Phenotyping v2),11 fathmm (Functional
Analysis Through Hidden Markov Models),12 and CADD
(Combined Annotation-Dependent Depletion)13 allow rational
functional predictions of variants detected by resequencing.
Furthermore, various methods for case–control association
tests, especially concerning rare variants, have been proposed
in combination with in silico predictions.14,15

In the present study, we extensively resequenced coding
regions of RNF213 in Japanese MMD patients and controls to
establish a comprehensive variant catalog of this gene in the
Japanese population. Detected variants of unknown signifi-
cance were classified according to their frequencies in the
general population and in computed functional variables and
then were systematically tested for associations with MMD.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
The ethics committees of Tokyo Women’s Medical University
(TWMU) and Tokyo Medical and Dental University approved

the present study protocols. All participants gave written
informed consent; for those considered too young to consent,
informed consent was given by the parent or guardian. The
DNA samples used in the present study were from 103 MMD
patients (Table 1) and 190 non-MMD controls (aged
60.0�19.7 years; 76 female, 114 male). MMD was diagnosed
based on the criteria of the Japanese Research Committee on
Moyamoya Disease of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor,
and Welfare16; these criteria were also detailed in the previous
linkage study 17 and used in the subsequent genetic studies of
MMD in Japan.7–9 The 190 unrelated controls composed 2
sample panels: 95 controls (aged 47.7�17.5 years; 44
female, 51 male) from the TWMU Hospital and 95 controls
(aged 70.9�14.4 years; 32 female, 63 male) from Kofu
Neurosurgical Hospital. All subjects were Japanese.

Variant Detection of RNF213
In the present study, we referred to NM_001256071.1 as the
reference transcriptional sequence of RNF213 in the GRCh37
(hg19) coordinate. Prior to the resequencing analysis, we
genotyped p.R4810K in our 103 MMD patients and identified
27 patients without this variant. We then performed polymer-
ase chain reaction amplification of all coding exons and exon–
intron boundaries in these 27 patients, followed by direct
sequencing. The primer sequences are provided in the
supplemental Data S1 (Table S1). We also mined all previously
reported nonsynonymous variants of this gene from previous

Table 1. Clinical Characteristics of Participants With MMD in the Present Study

Clinical Features

Participants, n (%)

P Value
Total MMD
(n=103)

p.R4810K-Positive
(n=76)

p.R4810K-Negative
(n=27)

Female sex 73 (70.9) 54 (71.1) 19 (70.4) 1.000

Median age at onset
Interquartile range

27 years
[9 to 42]

22 years
[8 to 43]

28 years
[13 to 42]

0.332

Childhood onset (<15 years) 34 (33.0) 27 (35.5) 7 (25.9) 0.476

With a familial history 27 (26.2) 22 (28.9) 5 (18.5) 0.323

Bilateral MMD 78 (75.7) 63 (82.9) 15 (51.7) 0.0080

Clinical manifestation at onset

Headache 12 (11.7) 4 (5.3) 8 (29.6) 0.0021

Infarction/TIA 67 (65.0) 53 (69.7) 14 (51.9) 0.106

ICH/IVH 12 (11.7) 10 (13.2) 2 (7.4) 0.728

Others 12 (11.7) 9 (12.5) 3 (11.1) 1.000

Surgical treatment 86 (83.5) 62 (81.6) 24 (88.9) 0.549

Unilateral 46 (44.6) 33 (44.4) 13 (48.1) 0.822

Bilateral 40 (38.8) 29 (38.2) 11 (40.7) 0.822

Differences in clinical characteristics were assessed by Fisher’s exact test, except for age at onset, which was assessed by Wilcoxon rank sum test. ICH indicates intracerebral
hemorrhage; IVH, intraventricular hemorrhage; MMD, moyamoya disease; TIA, transient ischemic attack.
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Japanese studies on MMD.7–9 To eliminate an observation
bias caused by searching only diseased subjects, the phase III
genotypic data of 89 Japanese subjects (referred to as the JPT
panel) from the 1000 Genomes Project (http://www.1000ge-
nomes.org/)18 were also added as population-based controls.
The enrolled cohorts with the study flowchart are shown in
Figure S1. All exons harboring any of those variants were
sequenced in our residual 76 MMD patients with p.R4810K
and 190 controls (TWMU and Kofu Neurosurgical Hospital
panels) to estimate their genotypic frequencies or to find
novel variants. Direct sequencing was performed using BigDye
Terminator cycle sequencing on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer
(Life Technologies).

Statistical Analysis
At the p.R4810K locus, a meta-analysis was performed to
combine the present and previous Japanese studies, assuming
a fixed-effects model.7–9 Heterogeneity across the studies
was evaluated using the I2 heterogeneity index.

Among the detected single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) with minor allele frequency (MAF) >1% in the controls,
we performed exact tests of the Hardy-Weinberg equilib-
rium.19 Linkage disequilibrium between pairs of SNPs was
calculated using the standard definition of D020 and was
visualized using GOLD (http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/
abecasis/GOLD/).21 Phased haplotypes were inferred using
BEAGLE version 3.3.2.22 Associations with MMD were
evaluated by fitting a logistic regression model with an
additive effect of the allele dosage. A condition analysis was
also performed for each SNP, adding the allele dosage for
p.R4810K as a covariate.

To test the associations of rare nonsynonymous variants
(MAF <1% in the controls), we pooled all Japanese subjects
used for coding variant detection.7,9,18 We conducted the
variable threshold (VT) test14,15 with slight modifications on
pooled Japanese subjects, composed of 370 MMD patients
and 279 controls (Figure S1). The original VT test proposed by
Price et al assumes that there exists a yet-unknown MAF
threshold on a given genetic region that corresponds to the
cutoff for disease causality.14 This assumption is based on a
tentative theory that rarer variants are more likely to be
functional as a consequence of purifying selection. When
optimizing the MAF threshold, the incorporation of computa-
tional predictions of mutational effects was also proposed
to improve the statistical power.14,15 In contrast, we set
variables for our VT test as computed functional scores of
variants instead of MAFs because the original VT test
proposed to analyze thousands of samples of complex traits
to obtain varied allele frequencies; however, MMD is too rare
to expect a large sample size, resulting in the majority of
variants detected being singletons. To functionally score

the variants detected, we used scaled C-scores of CADD.13

Annotations were obtained from dbNSFP v2.4.23,24 The
proposed VT test using CADD was performed as follows:
Mutation carriers with C-scores above a given threshold were
counted in the patient and control groups, respectively. The
difference in such carrier frequencies was then compared
using Fisher’s exact test. After these comparisons had been
repeated across all possible C-score thresholds, the empirical
threshold was obtained in which the minimum P value (Pmin)
was observed. The significance of the empirical threshold was
accessed by permutations on phenotypes to correct multiple
comparisons. We defined a permutation Pmin value as (k0+1)/
(k+1), in which k is the total number of permutations and k0 is
the number of permutations with Pmin lower than the original
Pmin. In the present study, 1000 permutations were used. The
proposed computational algorithm was similar to that of the
extended VT test provided in Variant Association Tools
developed by Wang et al15 (http://varianttools.source-
forge.net/Association/VariableThresholds). We also per-
formed the functional assessments of candidate rare
variants detected by the proposed VT test. The detailed
methods are described in Data S1.

Differences in clinical characteristics according to RNF213
genotypes were assessed using Fisher’s exact test. We used
the Kruskal–Wallis test followed by the post hoc Steel-Dwass
test and Wilcoxon rank sum test, respectively, for non-normally
distributed continuous characteristics, such as age at onset
and the number of steno-occlusive posterior cerebral arteries.

In the present study, P<0.05 was considered significant,
except for the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, for which the
significance level was generally accepted as P<0.001.19

Results

Clinical and Genetic Backgrounds of Participants
Prior to exon sequencing, we genotyped p.R4810K in our 103
MMD patients and 95 TWMU controls and confirmed an
association with MMD (P=1.38910�10, odds ratio [OR]
122.4). A meta-analysis demonstrated that the association
of p.R4810K was highly significant (P=2.71910�104, OR 217)
and identical across the 4 Japanese study cohorts (I2=0.00)7–9

(Figure 1). We identified 27 MMD patients without this
variant from our 103 MMD patients (Table 1). Significant
differences were observed in the rates of bilateral affection
(P=0.0080) and onset with headache (P=0.0021) between
the mutants and wild types for the p.R4810K locus; however,
no significant differences were noted for other clinical
characteristics, such as the rates of positive familial history
and childhood onset. These results strongly suggested the
existence of allelic heterogeneity in RNF213 and/or genetic
heterogeneity.
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Analysis of Polymorphisms in RNF213
A total of 16 missense SNPs with MAF >1% were confirmed in
103 MMD patients, 95 TWMU controls, and 89 JPT subjects
from the 1000 Genomes Project database18 (Table 2). No
significant difference was observed in genotypic or allelic
frequencies between the 95 TWMU controls and the 89 JPT
subjects (P>0.05); therefore, they were combined as general
population controls for the subsequent association analysis.

The genotypic frequencies of all SNPs were considered to
meet the Hardy-Weinberg expectations in both the patients
and the combined controls (P>0.001).19 Nine SNPs were
associated with MMD (P<0.05) (Table 2); however, after
adjusting for the p.R4810K genotype, their association signals
were completely diminished (conditional P>0.05) because of
the disease-specific strong linkage disequilibrium originating
from the p.R4810K alleles (Figure 2). A haplotype inference
revealed 96.3% of the patients’ p.R4810K alleles carried all of

Study MMD Control
(AA/AG/GG) (AA/AG/GG)

Kamada F, et al.7 1/45/17 0/6/423

P value
(additive model)

186.7 1.33 × 10-25

Odds ratio
(log scale)

Liu W, et al.8 10/135/16 1/9/374

Miyatake S, et al.9 15/153/36 0/5/278

Present study 5/71/27 0/2/93

265.5 2.58 × 10-44

236.5 3.56 × 10-29

122.4 1.38 × 10-10

101.8 102.4 102.8
Heterogeneity: Ι 2 = 0.0

Present study 5/71/27 0/2/93

Fixed effects 31/404/96 1/22/1168

122.4 1.38 × 10

217.0 2.71 × 10-104

Figure 1. Association of the p.R4810K variant (c.14429G>A, rs112735431) with moyamoya disease
(MMD) across 4 Japanese studies. A meta-analysis was performed assuming a fixed-effects model. Squares
and horizontal lines represent odds ratios and 95% CIs for individual studies. A diamond represents the
summary odds ratio estimate and 95% CIs for the meta-analyses of 4 cohorts.

Table 2. Association Analysis of RNF213 SNPs Other Than the p.R4810K Variant

Variant
dbSNP138
rs-ID At-Risk Allele

MMD
11/12/22 (RAF)

Control
11/12/22 (RAF) P Value Odds Ratio [95% CI] Conditional P Value

p.Pro61Leu rs9913317 Pro 95/8/0 (0.961) 171/10/3 (0.956) 0.81 1.10 [0.50 to 2.42] 0.61

p.Met270Thr rs17857135 Met 98/5/0 (0.975) 147/36/1 (0.896) 0.0013 4.86 [1.85 to 12.7] 0.059

p.Met321Thr rs17853989 Met 98/5/0 (0.975) 148/36/0 (0.902) 0.0016 4.76 [1.80 to 12.5] 0.065

p.Pro729Leu rs72849841 Pro 103/0/0 (1.00) 179/5/0 (0.986) 1.0 NA 1.0

p.Ala1041Thr rs61359568 Ala 103/0/0 (1.00) 169/14/1 (0.956) 1.0 NA 1.0

p.Gln1133Lys rs8082521 Gln 80/21/2 (0.878) 111/60/13 (0.766) 0.0023 2.09 [1.30 to 3.37] 0.98

p.Val1195Met rs10782008 Val 71/29/3 (0.830) 89/74/21 (0.684) 0.00035 2.16 [1.41 to 3.31] 0.31

p.Glu1272Gln rs9913636 Glu 70/30/3 (0.825) 100/71/13 (0.736) 0.017 1.68 [1.09 to 2.6] 0.77

p.Asp1331Gly rs8074015 Asp 69/29/5 (0.810) 78/83/23 (0.649) 0.00011 2.26 [1.49 to 3.41] 0.34

p.Ser2334Asn rs9674961 Ser 71/30/2 (0.835) 79/79/26 (0.644) 0.0000062 2.71 [1.76 to 4.18] 0.12

p.Asp2554Glu rs138516230 Asp 103/0/0 (1.00) 174/9/1 (0.970) 1.0 NA 1.0

p.Cys3008Arg rs61600413 Cys 101/2/0 (0.990) 171/13/0 (0.964) 0.081 3.83 [0.84 to 17.3] 0.54

p.Ala3468Val rs142798005 Ala 101/2/0 (0.990) 180/4/0 (0.989) 0.90 1.12 [0.20 to 6.23] 0.61

p.Val3838Leu rs35332090 Val 101/2/0 (0.990) 153/29/2 (0.910) 0.0020 9.71 [2.29 to 41.1] 0.10

p.Gly3915Glu rs61740658 Gly 101/2/0 (0.990) 157/25/2 (0.921) 0.0043 8.21 [1.93 to 34.8] 0.14

p.Ala4399Thr rs148731719 Thr 0/14/89 (0.067) 1/20/159 (0.061) 0.75 1.12 [0.55 to 2.25] 0.063

Allele 1 and 2 represent at-risk allele and other allele, respectively; 11, homozygous genotype for allele 1; 12, heterozygous genotype; 22, homozygous genotype for allele 2. MMD
indicates Moyamoya disease; NA, not applicable; RAF, risk allele frequency; SNPs, single-nucleotide polymorphisms.
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the at-risk alleles of these 9 SNPs on the same haplotypes.
Furthermore, these 9 at-risk alleles were identical to their
ancestral alleles; conversely, their mutated alleles showed a
significant protective effect. Consequently, they were all
regarded as tag markers for p.R4810K susceptibility and
could be excluded from further investigations.

Analysis of Rare Variants in RNF213

Among the previous Japanese studies shown in Figure 1, 2
MMD cohorts from Kamada et al7 and Miyatake et al9 were
reported to be resequenced and contained rare coding
variants in RNF213. They were included in subsequent
analyses together with our 103 MMD patients, 190 TWMU
and Kofu Neurosurgical Hospital controls, and 89 JPT subjects
from the 1000 Genomes Project18 (Figure S1). As a result, a
total of 30 rare missense variants with MAF <1% were
identified in 370 combined Japanese MMD patients and 279
combined Japanese controls7,9,18 (Table 3). Nonsense, splice
site, and frameshift variants were not identified. A simple
burden test revealed no significant difference in mutant
frequencies between the MMD patients and controls (P=0.76)
because the observed rare variants may have included

apparently nonassociated variants, which greatly reduced
the statistical power (eg, p.T1866I appearing dominantly in
the controls with low C-scores). To eliminate the influences of
these potentially benign variants, we conducted a modified VT
test using C-scores. The association signals increased along
with C-score thresholds and reached significance (P=0.039)
at the threshold >10.02 (Figure 3A). The empirical threshold
for pathogenicity was 14.67, at which the most significant
association was observed (Pmin=0.012). The evidence of the
association was still significant after adjustments for multiple
comparisons (permutation Pmin=0.045). In addition, fractions
of diseased mutants were linearly correlated against the
C-score thresholds (R2=0.961) and reached 100% at the
proposed empirical threshold (Figure 3B). These results
demonstrated that C-scores precisely prioritized the dis-
ease-associated variants on the RNF213 locus. Considering
zygosity with p.R4810K, as described in the following section,
�20% of the combined patients were estimated not to harbor
the evidently associated rare variants (C-score >14.67) or
p.R4810K.

We next evaluated how these candidate variants may be
associated with MMD in the context of mutational functions.
Fifteen candidate variants were selected according to the VT

Figure 2. Disease-specific LD pattern within the RNF213 locus. Thirteen common SNPs (MAF >10%) and
p.R4810K were selected from the present resequencing data. The pairwise LD of |D0| is displayed by the
GOLD heat map.21 The gene structure was shown as an equal interval scale of SNPs in the LD map. LD
indicates linkage disequilibrium; MAF, minor allele frequency; MMD, moyamoya disease; SNPs, single-
nucleotide polymorphisms.
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test (P<0.05, C-score >10.02) (Table 3) and compared with
various functional groups of missense variants (Figure S2).
Although the candidate variants were clearly distinguished
from the benign missense changes (P=1.4910�7), their
C-scores were significantly lower than those of the distinct
pathogenic missense variants curated in the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database (P<0.005). Their func-
tional consequences were similar to those of the missense

SNPs listed in the genomewide association study (GWAS)
catalog.25 A total of 125 of these 327 missense GWAS hits
were associated with complex binary traits (median OR 1.30,
range 1.05 to 9.62). Reflecting phenotypic severity of MMD
relative to common complex traits such as type 2 diabetes,
the MMD variants had higher C-scores than missense GWAS
hits with effect sizes in the bottom quartile (OR <1.15,
P<0.05). There were no significant differences, however, in

Table 3. Rare Missense Variants of RNF213 Among Japanese MMD Patients and Controls

Nucleotide Change
(AA Change)

dbSNP138
rs-ID

No. of Mutants

C-Score StudyMMD (370) Control (279)

c.757C>T (p.Pro253Ser) rs140369116 1 4 6.899 1, 2

c.1052C>T (p.Ala351Val) rs148593553 0 1 9.214 2

c.2399C>T (p.Pro800Leu) rs141005604 1 0 8.669 4

c.3067C>T (p.Arg1023Trp) — 0 1 10.02 1

c.5114C>A (p.Thr1705Lys) rs147868237 1 0 13.15 4

c.5597C>T (p.Thr1866Ile) — 1 4 2.339 1, 4

c.5731C>A (p.Leu1911Ile) — 1 0 6.188 4

c.6265C>T (p.Arg2089Trp) — 1 1 8.729 1, 4

c.6979A>G (p.Asn2327Asp) rs138044665 0 1 4.233 1

c.7066C>T (p.Leu2356Phe) rs200724769 1 0 5.694 4

c.7250T>G (p.Ile2417Ser) rs181965032 1 1 14.67 1, 4

c.7319G>A (p.Gly2440Asp) — 0 1 4.33 1

c.8111G>A (p.Arg2704Gln) rs146486225 0 1 12.46 2

c.9013G>A (p.Glu3005Lys) rs147076172 0 2 5.056 1, 2

c.9059A>T (p.Gln3020Leu) — 1 0 11.54 1

c.9245A>G (p.Gln3082Arg) — 1 0 13.34 4

c.9767C>T (p.Ser3256Leu) — 2 1* 11.87 1, 4

c.9923A>G (p.Asp3308Gly) rs138979388 0 1 8.336 2

c.9947C>T (p.Thr3316Ile) — 1 0 9.607 1

c.11671A>G (p.Met3891Val) — 1 0 0 3

c.12070T>A (p.Trp4024Arg) — 1 0 11.06 4

c.12185G>A (p.Arg4062Gln) — 1 0 19.05 1

c.12577G>C (p.Asp4193His) rs143335048 0 1 10.43 2

c.12748C>A (p.Pro4250Thr) rs138029774 1 2 6.043 2, 4

c.13699G>A (p.Val4567Met) rs145282452 1 0 12.23 3

c.13906G>A (p.Asp4636Asn) — 1 0 18.88 4

c.14248G>A (p.Glu4750Lys) — 2 0 20.7 1, 4

c.14293G>A (p.Val4765Met) — 1 0 18.43 3

c.14749G>A (p.Glu4917Lys) — 1 0 17.35 4

c.14780G>A (p.Arg4927Gln) rs371045041 2 0 16.84 1, 4

Total no. of mutants 25 22

Study 1 represents the present study; study 2 Kamada et al7; study 3 is Miyatake et al9; study 4 is JPT89 of the 1000 Genomes Project.18 MMD indicates moyamoya disease; SNPs, single-
nucleotide polymorphisms.
*One mutant was detected as homozygous.
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C-scores between the MMD variants and the other missense
GWAS hits of common complex traits such as cardiocerebro-
vascular diseases and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
levels (Figure 4). These lines of evidence support the previous
epidemiological finding indicating a multifactorial etiology for
MMD.5

We identified 5 rare missense variants among our 103
MMD patients that were absent in the controls: p.T3316I and

p.R4062Q as heterozygous, p.Q3020L and p.E4750K as
compound heterozygous with p.R4810K, and p.R4927Q on
the same haplotype with p.R4810K. These zygosities were
confirmed by parental genotypes or haplotype phasing
(Figures S3 and S4). Three of these variants—p.R4062Q,
p.E4750K, and p.R4927Q—had higher C-scores than the
proposed empirical threshold (>14.67) and were not present
in the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) browser version
0.3 (http://exac.broadinstitute.org). One variant, p.R4062Q,
was shared between the proband and his paternal aunt with
MMD and was also previously reported in a European patient,8

suggesting it could be a distinct susceptibility variant (Table
S2). In contrast, 25 patients harbored no candidate variant in
the coding region, which still included 4 familial cases. One of
the 4 pedigrees harbored 3 affected members and is a good
candidate for a future study searching for a novel suscepti-
bility gene for MMD. Clinical characteristics according to the
genotypes for the rare missense variants including p.R4810K
demonstrated that age at onset was significantly lower in
homozygous and compound heterozygous patients than in
heterozygous or wild-type patients (P=7.8910�3 or
5.4910�3) (Figure 5A). In addition, the degrees of severity,
such as the number of steno-occlusive posterior cerebral
arteries, were significantly higher in mutant patients than in
wild-type patients (P<0.05) (Figure 5B). These results further
supported RNF213 variants increasing susceptibility to MMD.

Discussion
We provided evidence for the positive association of rare
missense variants other than p.R4810K using the proposed
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Figure 3. Variable threshold test using combined annotation dependent depletion for rare missense
variants in RNF213. A, �log10 P values for burden tests were plotted against C-score thresholds
(diamonds). The empirical threshold was given if the P value was minimized (Pmin; shaded circle).
Corrections for multiple comparisons were achieved by 1000 permutations on phenotypes. B, Fractions of
diseased mutants per total mutants were plotted against C-score thresholds (open circles). The black line
represents the least-squares regression line.

Figure 4. Boxplots of C-scores for missense SNPs in the GWAS
catalog25 and 15 candidate variants for MMD. OR <1.15
represents binary trait loci with ORs in the bottom quartile;
OR>1.3 indicates binary trait loci with ORs above median. The
dotted line connects each average value. The black line over bars
indicates no significant differences from the MMD candidate
variants (Steel’s test). CCVD indicates cardiocerebrovascular
disease loci; GWAS, genomewide association study; LDL, quan-
titative trait loci associated with serum low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol level; MMD, moyamoya disease; OR, odds ratio; SNP,
single-nucleotide polymorphism.
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VT test (permutation Pmin=0.045) (Figure 3). Further
analyses indicated these variants may contribute to the
development of MMD through a multifactorial etiology rather
than as definite trait determinants (Figures S2 and 4). The
C-score of the founder p.R4810K variant (6.746), for
example, was markedly lower than that of pathogenic
missense mutations in OMIM despite its extremely high OR
(Figures 1 and S2) because the arginine-to-lysine substitu-
tion remained unchanged as the same basic residues. The
penetrance of this variant was also low: The prevalence of
MMD (0.006%)2 was markedly lower than that of p.R4810K
carriers (1.93%) (Figure 1) in the Japanese population. The
newly identified pedigree harboring p.R4062Q (Table S2)
and the recently reported European–American pedigree
harboring p.D4013N (c.12037G>A, rs397514563)26 also
showed incomplete penetrance. These lines of evidence
suggest that the susceptibility variants of RNF213 require
additional environmental or other genetic factors for the
development of MMD. Mineharu et al postulated that the 50

portion of RNF213 may have a modifier effect on the onset
of MMD.27 They reported an MMD pedigree harboring 2
haplotypes, with both carrying p.R4810K. A difference in the
50 end of the haplotypes caused by historical recombination
was shown to affect penetrance in the pedigree. The
haplotype structures including nearby regulatory regions
need to be clarified for better understanding of the
susceptibility of RNF213.

RNF213 encodes a 591-kDa protein harboring a RING (really
interesting new gene) finger motif and AAA (ATPases associ-
ated with diverse cellular activities) domain, exhibiting E3
ubiquitin ligase activity and energy-dependent unfoldase

activity, respectively. Although the physiological and biochem-
ical functions of RNF213 remain largely unknown, its knock-
down in zebrafish led to abnormal sprouting and intracranial
vessels with an irregular diameter, suggesting a possible
contribution to vascular formation8; however, in subsequent
studies in mice, the knockout of Rnf213 did not lead to any
visible cerebrovascular phenotypes.28,29 Although the reason
for this discrepancy is not yet understood, these findings in
knockout mice are consistent with our results showing that the
deleterious effects of associated variants had significantly
different profiles from those of loss-of-function missense
mutations in OMIM (P=4.2910�4) (Figure S2). Hitomi et al
recently established induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells from
MMD patients and the controls of each genotype for
p.R4810K.30 The findings demonstrated that angiogenic activ-
ity was significantly lower in vascular endothelial cells that
differentiated from mutant iPS cells than in wild-type iPS cell–
derived vascular endothelial cells. The gene expression profiles
of iPS cell–derived vascular endothelial cells further revealed
the downregulation of cell cycle–related genes in the mutants,
which induced mitotic abnormalities associated with this
endothelial dysfunction.30,31 Further studies are warranted to
elucidate how p.R4810K downregulates these cell cycle–
related genes and whether the other associated variants
replicate the same condition.

Genetic testing of RNF213 is now drawing attention in
Japan. Miyawaki et al reported that 23.8% of Japanese
patients with intracranial major artery stenosis/occlusion
who did not meet the diagnostic criteria of MMD also carried
p.R4810K; a particular subgroup of patients with intracranial
major artery stenosis/occlusion, conventionally regarded as

A B

Figure 5. Clinical characteristics according to RNF213 genotypes. A, Box plots of age at onset. The blue
line connects each average value. B, Differences in clinical characteristics reflecting the disease severity.
Compound hetero indicates compound heterozygotes for p.R4810K and the other rare missense variants;
HA, presenting headaches only; Homo, homozygotes for p.R4810K; PCA, posterior cerebral artery
involvement.
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another complex trait, shared the same genetic risk factor
common to MMD in the Japanese population.32,33 Taking into
consideration the present results, resequencing of RNF213
may become increasingly important for assessing genetic
risks in patients with steno-occlusive lesions around the circle
of Willis; however, RNF213 is a large gene that encodes 5207
amino acids and thus harbors a number of missense variants
in the general population to the same degree as in patients
(Table 3). The false assignment of pathogenicity may lead to
incorrect prognostic, therapeutic, or reproductive assess-
ments of patients.10 The present VT analysis may provide a
tentative criterion for the reasonable pathogenic assignment
of RNF213 variants; however, caution should be exercised in
their interpretation.

In conclusion, we confirmed that not only p.R4810K but
also other putatively functional variants of RNF213 conferred
susceptibility to MMD in Japanese patients. Our analysis also
revealed the multifactorial etiology of this disease, and �20%
of Japanese MMD patients did not harbor significant suscep-
tibility variants of RNF213, among which still included familial
cases. This result indicates that other susceptibility genes
exist, providing further insight into the pathogenesis and
future therapeutic targets of MMD.
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